
JOURNAL OF THE ASSEMBLY [March 12, 1976] 

STATE OF WISCONSIN 

Assembly Journal 
Elghty-Second Regular Session 

FRIDAY, March 12, 1976. 

The chief clerk makes the following entries under the above 
date: 

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE 

By Glenn E. Hultman, chief clerk. 
Mr. Speaker: 

I am directed to inform you that the senate has concurred in: 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation by Representatives 
Sanasarian, N.C. Anderson, O'Malley, Munts, Miller, Clarenbach 
and Everson; co-sponsored by Senator Thompson for The Capital 
Times on its "Energy Section" of February 23, 1976; 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation and Congratulations by 
Representative Barbee; co-sponsored by Senator Berger for Jeanne 
Leger on her new show of contemporary oil and watercolors at the 
Simon Gallery; 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation and Congratulations.  by 
Representatives Barbee and Miller; co-sponsored by Senator Risser 
for George Allez on his artistic achievement as animation 
cinematographer and filmmaker; 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation by Representative 
Tuczynski; co-sponsored by Senator Kleczka for Walenty Wozniak 
on receiving the Gold Cross of Merit; 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation by Representative 
• Tuczynslu ; co-sponsored by Senator Kleczka for Henry J. Gontarek 

on receiving the Gold Cross of Merit; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Representative Pabst; 
co-sponsored by Senator Whittow for Scott Grudzinski on winning 
the 105 pound state wrestling title; 
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A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Representative Pabst; 
co-sponsored by Senator Whittow for Bob Potter on winning the 
126 pound state wrestling title; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations and Commendation by 
Representatives Barbee and Sicula; co-sponsored by Senators Swan 
and Whittow for the Reverend J.L. Williams on his 40th 
anniversary as pastor of Tabernacle Community Baptist Church; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Representative 
Murray; co-sponsored by Senator Theno for the UW-Superior 
Yellowjackets on their 1976 NAIA Hockey Championship; and 

A Joint Certificate of Condolence by Representatives Schmidt, 
Conradt and Byers; co-sponsored by Senators Lorge and ChiIgen 
for the family of Judge Orville S. Luckenbach on his death. 

Adopted and asks concurrence in: 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation by Senator Berger; co-
sponsored by Representatives Kirby and Behnke for the James 
Madison Senior High School Band on its various musical 
presentations at activities in the state of Florida; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Knowles; co-
sponsored by Representative Early for the Pepin County Mutual 
Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of CongratUlations by Senator Knowles; co-
sponsored by Representative Early for the River Falls Mutual Fire 
Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Thompson; 
co-sponsored by Representative O'Malley for the Middleton 
Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Lorge; co-
sponsored by Representative Byers for the Pella Farmers Mutual 
Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Lorge; co-
sponsored by Representative Byers for the Waupaca County 
Mutual Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Theno; fo-4  
Sponsored by Representative Kedrowski for the Ondossagon High 
School Girls Basketball Team on its fine season; 
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A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Bidwell; co-
sponsored by Representative Litscher for the Baraboo Farmers 
Mutual Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Bidwell; co-
sponsored by Representative Hanson for the Westford Mutual Fire 
Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Bidwell; co-
sponsored by Representative Litscher for the Reedsburg Farmers 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Bidwell; co -
sponsored by Representative Litscher for the Westfield Mutual 
Farmers Fire Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Chilsen; co-
sponsored by Representatives Schmidt and Day for the Stettin 
Mutual Insurance Company on its 100th anniversarY; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Chilsen; co-
sponsored by Representatives Schmidt and Day for the Hartland-
Richmond Town Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator 'Thompson; 
co-sponsored by Representative O'Malley for the Berry and 
Roxbury Mutual Insurance Company on its 100th anniversary; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Whittovr, co-
sponsored by Representative Pabst for Joseph L Krueger on his 
retirement after 37 years as City Treasurer for the city of 
Milwaukee; 

A Joint Certificate of Congratulations by Senator Lorge; 
sponsored by Representative Conradt for Derbert Coonen on being 
selected as Seymour's 1976 Outstanding Citizen of the Year, and 

A Joint Certificate of Commendation by Senator Whittow; co-
sponsored by Representative Pabst for Dr. Walter W. Stuenkel at 
his testimonial. 

The above motions under joint rule 26 were concurred in 
• pursuant to Assembly Rule 74a. 

The following motions under joint rule 26 were adopted 
pursuant to Assembly Rule 74a. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • • • Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, the Edgewood Crusaders, under the direction of 
Coach Joel Maturi, surpassed a preseason prediction of 50 percent, 
achieved a remarkable 21-4 record, repeated as city co-champions; 
and 

Whereas, they won the state consolation title in the Wisconsin 
Independent Schools Athletic Association Tournament in 
Milwaukee; and 

Whereas, in recognition of these accomplishments, Coach 
Maturi was selected as Coach of the Year; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representatives Munts, Miller, N.C. Anderson and Clarenbach and 
Senators Risser and McKenna under Joint Rule 26, congratulate 
Coach Maturi, his staff and the entire Edgewood High School 
Basketball Team on their accomplishments this past season. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • • • Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Walter G. Koepke, 76, former mayor of the city of 
Manitowoc, passed away on February 20, 1976; and 

Whereas, Mr. Koepke was a dedicated public official, ierving as 
mayor of the city of Manitowoc for 9 years and as city alderman 
for 22 years; and 

Whereas, he was active in civic and community affairs, 
including service as a director of the local chapters of the American 
Cancer Society and Izaak Walton League, and service as an officer 
of the American Association of Retired Persons; and 

Whereas, he served on numerous other public bodies and had 
great concern for the community and its people; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative Lallensack and Senator Martin under Joint Rule 
26, express their sorrow at the death of Walter Koepke and extend 
their sympathy to the members of his family. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • " • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Clayton Slack of Hayward passed away recently; and 

Whereas, Clayton Slack was a recipient of the Congressional 
Medal of Honor during World War I on October 8, 1918 for 
capturing a German machine gun nest near Verdun, France; and 

Whereas, further honors should be bestowed upon this man for 
his heroic efforts on behalf of his country; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative Schricker and Senator Theno under Joint Rule 26, 
pay tribute to a fine American patriot and express their thanks and 
extend their sincere condolences to his wife and family. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • " Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, in an amazing comeback demonstrating the team's 
tremendous pride and determination, the Pius XI High School 
basketball team defeated top-ranked Marquette High 43-42, on 
March 7, 1976, to win the Wisconsin Independent Schools Athletic 
Association's Class A state basketball championship; now, 
therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative Pabst and Senator Whittow under Joint Rule 26, 
congratulate the Pius XI basketball team and its coach Joe Bunet .a 
for their second straight WISAA Class A basketball championship 
and wish them continued success in all their endeavors. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin ' ' • Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Mr. William Kowalkowski, recently received the Gold 
Cross of Merit from the Polish Government in Exile in London for 
his loyalty and service to all the peoples of the Polish American 
community; and 

Whereas, he has been active in community groups and 
endeavors including Rada Polonii Amerykanskiej (Polish American 
Relief for Poland), Polish Displaced Persons Committee, Pulaski 
Council, Lincoln Avenue Advancement Association, South Side 
Businessmen's Association and the Holy Name Society of St. 
Hyacinth Church and he has participated in various capacities on 
the state and national level as well; and 

Whereas, he is the National President of Federation Life 
Insurance of America and he uses his vast energy and intelligence 
in both his work and community service; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative Plewa under Joint Rule 26, commend William 
Kowalkowski for his record of service to his community, and wish 
him the traditional "ST LAT". 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • ' • Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, the Clinton Cougars Girls' Basketball Team compiled 
a 15-1 regular season record winning the Central Suburban 
Conference; and 

. Whereas, the Clinton Cougars Girls' Basketball Team 
distinguished itself in tournament play compiling a 6-1 record and 
winning the Wisconsin W.I.A.A. Class B runner-up title at the first 
Wisconsin State Girls' Basketball Tournament; and 

Whereas, the winning team was comprised of: Brenda 
Gammeter, Dixie Nielson, Nancy Kruizenga, Cindy Voss, Clarice 
Hill, Vicky Voss, Judi Zapranoff, Karen Rindfleisch, Bonnie Luety, 
Deb Gustafson, Sue Wellnitz, Deb DeLong, Pixie Funk, Gwen 
Henry, Tanya Walton and Amy Thompson; and 
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Whereas, the coaches are: Richard Gilbertson and Gene 
Hanevoort (assistant); now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative DeLong under Joint Rule 26, congratulate the 
Clinton Cougars Girls' Basketball Team on their competitive play 
mid sportsmanship in representing Clinton High School and in 
distinguishing themselves as outstanding athletes and citizens. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Stoughton High School Wrestlers have won the team 
championship in the Wisconsin State Wrestling Tournament for 
the second straight year; and 

Whereas, they have been team state champions in 1968, 1972, 
1975 and 1976; and 

Whereas, the final records of the six state tournament entrants 
are: 

Andy Rein (senior), 33-0, state champ 1975 and 1976, won 66 
consecutive matches, total high school record: 115 wins, 12 losses, 
1 tie 

Mark Gunderson (senior), 31-1, won second this year, fourth in 
1975 

Clair Vike (senior), 24-1 
Kim Raisbeck (senior), 23-7, won second in 1975 
Bob Dickman (sophomore), 32-3, won third this year 
Mike Gallagher (sophomore), 19-5; and 

Whereas, the performance of these fine young athletes is a 
credit to their school, community and the state of Wisconsin; now, 
therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 

• congratulations on the exceptional performance of the Stoughton 
High School Wrestling Team and extend a special note of 
recognition to their renowned coach, LaVerne Pieper, who has been 
at Stoughton High School since 1962. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin * ' * Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Andy Rein, Stoughton, has been acclaimed as state 
champion in the 1976 Wisconsin State Wrestling Tournament; and 

Whereas, Andy was also state champ in 1975 and has won 66 
consecutive matches; his total high school record Is 115 wins, 12 
losses and 1 tie; and 

Whereas, Andy Rein is a member of the Stoughton High 
School Wrestlers who have won the team championship in the 
Wisconsin State Wrestling Tournament for the second straight 
year; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of this fine young 
American and express their wish that he continue to excel in future 
endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin ' • ' Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Guy Gibney, Oregon, was honored by winning first 
place in the 119 lb. class in the 1976 State High School Wrestling 
Tournament; and 

Whereas, the performance and attitude of this fine young 
athlete on the field of athletic endeavor is a credit to his community 
and state and has brought honors to his school; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, commend this 
outstanding young man on his exceptional performance and lofty 
attainment and hereby express their wish that he will continue .to 
excel in future endeavors. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • • * Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Brian Benash, Evansville, was honored by winning 
first place in the 155 lb. class in the 1976 State High School 
Wrestling Tournament; and 

Whereas, the performance and attitude of this fine young 
athlete on the field of athletic endeavor is a credit to his communitY 
and state and has brought honors to his school; now therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, commend this 
outstanding young man on his exceptional performance and lofty 
attainment and hereby express their wish that he will continue to 
excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin * * • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Nick Bell, Fond du Lac, was honored by winning first 
place in the 112 lb. class in the 1976 State High School Wrestling 
Tournament; and 

Whereas, the performance and attitude of this fine young 
athlete on the field of athletic endeavor is a credit to his community 
and state and has brought honors to his school; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative McEssy under Joint Rule 26, commend this 
outstanding young man on his exceptional performance and lofty 
attainment and hereby express their wish that he will continue to 
excel in future endeavors. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin ' • ' Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, the Milton High School Basketball Team, comprised 
of a group of fine young Americans, under the guidance of their 
coach, Charles Regez, won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
Championship; and 

Whereas, Milton High School Basketball Team has won 31 
straight conference victories and this is their second undefeated 
conference championship; and 

Whereas, the winning team was comprised of: starters Dale 
Zimmerman, Tim McCulloch, Richie Rusch (all-state player), 
Mike Gregory, Wayne Lubke, and Al Friedrich, Kevin Wunderlin, 
Jon Fish, Dan Natter, P.J. DeSormeau, Greg Addle and Jim 
Roberts; and 

Whereas, the performance and behavior of the Milton High 
School Basketball athletes, both on and off the field of athletic 
endeavor, is a credit to their school, community and state; now, 
therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of the Milton High 
School Basketball Team and express their wish that they continue 
to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin ' ' • Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

. Whereas, Richie Rusch was a member of the winning team, the 
Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
Championship; and 

Whereas, Richie Rusch was an all-state player and started for 
the varsity the last 4 years; and 

Whereas, Richie Rusch represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
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the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Richie Rusch 
and express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin * • • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Jim Roberts was a member of the winning team, the 
Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Jim Roberts represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, commututy 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Jim Roberts and 
express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin " • * Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Greg Addie was a member of the winning team, the 
Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Greg Addle represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 
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The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Greg Addie and 
express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • • • Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, P.J. DeSormeau was a member of the winning team, 
the Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, P.J. DeSormeau represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of P.J. DeSormeau 
and express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • * • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Dan Natter was a member of the winning team, the 
Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Dan Natter represented his school with good 
sPortsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative LF. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
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congratulations on the exceptional performance of Dan Natter and 
express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin 	Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 
Whereas, Jon Fish was a member of the winning team, the 

Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Jon Fish represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Jon Fish and 
express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin a a • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Kevin Wunderlin was a member of the winning team, 
the Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Kevin Wunderlin represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, mmunity 
and state; now, therefore, 

co  

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Kevin 
Wunderlin and express their wish that he continue to excel in 
future endeavors. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • * • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Al Friedrich was a member of the winning team, the 
Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Al Friedrich represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Al Friedrich and 
express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin a • • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Wayne Lubke was a member of the winning team, the 
Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Wayne Lubke represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Wayne Lubke 
and express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin • " Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Mike Gregory was a member of the winning team, 
the Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won. their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Mike Gregory represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Mike Gregory 
and express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin * • • Citation by the Legislature 

Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Tim McCulloch was a member of the winning team, 
the Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Tim McCulloch represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

• 	The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Tim McCulloch 
and express their wish that he continue to excel in future endeavors. 
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MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin " * Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, Dale Zimmerman was a member of the winning team, 
the Milton High School Basketball Team; and 

Whereas, his team won their 4th Central Suburban Conference 
championship; and 

Whereas, Dale Zimmerman represented his school with good 
sportsmanship and his performance and behavior, both on and off 
the field of athletic endeavor, is a credit to his school, community 
and state; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative L.F. Anderson under Joint Rule 26, extend sincere 
congratulations on the exceptional performance of Dale 
Zimmerman and express their wish that he continue to excel in 
future endeavors. 

MOTION UNDER JOINT RULE 26 

The State of Wisconsin * 	Citation by the Legislature 
Know you by these presents: 

Whereas, John Modjewski, Jr., a sophomore at Northland Pines 
High School, has earned and achieved the highest esteemed 
Position of Eagle Scout; and 

Whereas, the Eagle Scout award is a symbol of the attainment 
of knowledge and skills in a great many fields of good citizenship 
and thorough preparation for future life; and 

Whereas, John has earned all 12 scout skill awards and 29 
merit badges; and 

Whereas, John Modjewski, Jr. has brought honor to his school, 
community and the state of Wisconsin; now, therefore, 

The Members of the Wisconsin Legislature, on the motion of 
Representative Kincaid under Joint Rule 26, commend this fine 
young American on receiving the honor of Eagle Scout in the Boy 
Scouts of America and wish him every success in his future 
endeavors. 
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